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Harvey 

It's THAT time again!

through my view 
finder... 

A message from our 
president!  

This month the Board is beginning its work on our upcoming 
election.  A committee will be formed to solicit nominations for 
the club officers and an announcement calling for nominations 
should be done at the next meeting.  Elections are scheduled to 
be held in April.  This is an opportunity for you bring your ideas 
and leadership skills to the club.  So I urge you to consider 
running for a Board position. You can either be nominated by 
someone else or you may nominate yourself. The club is the 
membership.  You bring the talent and creativity that we enjoy 
at each meeting.  Now is the time to bring that creative energy 
to a leadership position. 

On another note, our meeting schedule for April has been 
changed due to activities going on at the school.  Our 
competition on April 14th has been moved to April 28th.  We 
will have the regularly scheduled presentation, photo shoot of 
various insects brought and set up by Kathy Baca,  on April 
21st. 



Meet at southwest corner - intersection of Church and Fulton St.

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_Review-g60763-d10340693-Reviews-The_Oculus-New_York_City_New_York.html


the bronx zoo

 

January Field Trip Photos

RAY GREEN



on
10 REASONS TO VISIT ART GALLERIES 

If you really want to know what someone is like as a person, mention the term, "art gallery" to them and 
see how they respond.  I'm serious.  People tend to have strong feelings about art galleries.  Many people 
who've never even visited a gallery tend to think that they're "fancy," "hoity toity" and exclusive places 
where they're not welcome.  Contemporary art dealers and gallerists are busy people who are juggling 
many things most of the time.  Given the lack of arts education in schools, informing the public can be 
exhausting and it's not always on the top of the lists of galleries that are trying to stay afloat.  Imagine 
smiling and repeating the same things over and over and over again to every Tom, Jennifer and Bruce who
visits your gallery and none of those people buys anything.  But hey, that comes with the gig.  Anyway, I 
love art galleries and here are ten reasons why I think you should visit them... 

1. FREE ADMISSION:  You know, they say the best things in life are free.  This is a fantastic reason to visit 
art galleries.  All you have to do leave your fear at the door, walk in, smile, say hello to your greeter (if 
there is one), quietly walk around and enjoy your visual feast.  It's free of charge.  What could be better? 

2. THE BEST OF CONTEMPORARY ART: Depending on which galleries you visit, you're likely to see the 
best of the best in contemporary art.  Of course, "the best" remains subjective.  Still, many of the galleries 
in New York's Chelsea district fit the bill.  However, great art galleries are all over the world.  Pick and 
choose.  Better yet, visit them all if you can.  That's my goal. 

3. SEE FAMOUS ART NOW: By checking out contemporary art galleries now, you can get acquainted with 
artists and their work before they become famous or even while they're growing in popularity and price. 
 By gallery hopping, you can call yourself a trendspotter or even a trendsetter. 

4. MEDITATION: For me, art is a form of meditation.  Nothing carries you away and clears your mind like 
visiting art galleries.  I think it's best to visit galleries either by yourself or with an artist friend.  When I'm 
alone and looking at art in galleries, I get essay ideas or even come up with solutions for issues in my life. 
 For the most part, it's really a time to be in communion with creativity.  I've visited galleries with artist 
friends like Deborah Bigeleisen, Wolfgang Stiller, James Kennedy, Matthew Beall, David Greg Harth, Scott 
Andrew Spencer and others.  There's nothing like it.  It's like getting a quiet education.   

ArtBookGuy™ - ART FOR ALL PEOPLE® - A COLLECTOR'S JOURNAL® - WE TALK CONTEMPORARY ART™  



Artists see things that art historians and other art professionals simply won't see.  You get inside the 
process of art making when you visit galleries with artists.  It meditative and fun.  Art galleries often 
restore this great sense of calm and wholeness.  Work-pressured art dealers probably won't feel this 
way, but you will. 

5. CREATIVITY: Nothing boosts your own personal creativity more than visiting art galleries.  If you want 
to unleash your own creative juices, visit them often.  I'm not sure how it works, but it feels like osmosis. 
 Being around art and in the company of creative people makes YOU more creative.  Don't get caught up 
on HOW, just enjoy your new found process.  Trust me on this one. 

6. SUPPORT SMALL BUSINESS: You know, far too many of us tend to have a "what's in it for me?" 
outlook.  However, when you visit art galleries, you're really supporting small businesses.  You may not 
buy anything, but when you visit a gallery or any retailer for that matter, you're setting into motion a 
chain of possibilities for them.  Possibilities don't pay the bills, but they're better than no visitors at all. 
 Word of mouth and the power of attraction should be taken seriously. 

7. ART EDUCATION: Contemporary art museums aren't the only places to learn about art.  You can learn 
plenty in art galleries.  A really good art gallery will have "people-friendly" staffers on hand who can tell 
you all about the art that you're seeing in addition to some things about the artist.  Just get over your 
fear (or take your fear with you) and WALK IN.  This is not a pop quiz.  No one is judging or snubbing you.
 They're too busy with their own work and agenda.  If you do get snubbed, just leave and don't return to 
that particular gallery.  Simple as that.  By the way, smart galleries know that it's best to be kind to all 
visitors.  You never know where that next sale may originate. 

8. EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE: This is literally the heart of the matter.  If you open yourself up to art, 
you'll allow this entire world of creativity to literally transform you as a human being.  I'm not kidding. 
 Since I've been collecting, visiting galleries, chatting with artists and seeing so much art, I've become - if
I do say so myself - smarter, sharper, warmer, freer, more tolerant and considerate and more at peace 
not to mention more creative.  Try it.  Visit a gallery or even a museum once a month if you can.  You'll 
see.  I really believe that there's a direct connection between the lack of arts education in schools these 
days and the fact that society has become so snarky, cynical, angry, scattered and far too often, 
wretched.  We've lost our way.  However, we can reconnect to ourselves and greater values.  Art and art 
galleries aren't the end all, but they do represent one pathway back to wholeness.  Yes, this seems like 
an overstatement, but again, try it and see. 



9. COMMUNITY: If nothing else, art teaches us that we are part of something much larger than 
ourselves.  You can see this quite clearly during gallery exhibition openings.  There's nothing like being 
amid a crowd of people who love art.  You may or may not find experts in the crowd, regardless, it'll feel 
great to be among a group of art lovers.  It's super cool.  Keep in mind, the social element of art 
openings and large crowds often eclipses the art itself.  As much as I love art and galleries, I still believe 
that people come first.  Make friends.  Art friends are the best.  Visit the gallery again during a quieter 
time when you can really focus on the art and establish a personal relationship with it.  I remember one 
year when I was touring Art Miami with artist Deborah Bigeleisen.  Of course, she knows I write about art 
and she said to me, "I don't see you taking notes or anything."  But in that moment, I felt that it was more
important to be with a friend rather than being wrapped up in my own thoughts and constantly jotting 
down notes.  Again, people are more important than art. 

10. JUST PLAIN FUN: Yes, art is just plain fun.  All contemporary art requires is that you spend a little 
time with it.  Get to know it.  See yourself in it, good or bad.   The process is fun.  Art teaches and reveals
who we are to ourselves.  If you're into self-examination, you'll have a blast.  If not, well, visit a couple of 
galleries anyway.  Give it a shot.  If you don't like the show in a particular gallery, keep it moving.  Visit 
another gallery.  Life is really an "All you can eat" buffet.  So are art galleries.  You have the power to 
pick and choose the art that you like and want to spend time with.  Enjoy. 

There you have it.  You know, art galleries come and go and a lot of folks think that while the internet is 
liberating artists, it's also putting some galleries out of business.  This doesn't have to be the case.  Let's
hope that smart, user-friendly galleries hang around for a long time.  Art dealers need them, artists need 
them and so do we. 

click camera for NYC gallery guide

https://theculturetrip.com/north-america/usa/new-york/articles/nyc-guide-the-top-10-photography-galleries-in-new-york/


Judge: Enid Alvarez
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Leading Lines

IOM BIKERS ON THE ROAD

HM INTO THE NIGHT



Hm - INTO THE NIGHT 
PAULA PILLONE

IOM - BIKERS ON THE ROAD 
RAQUEL GONZALEZ



iom - DAISY 
GLORIA ABRAHAM

HM - RAINBOW FLOWER 
ANASTASIA TOMPKINS

BPS digital ALTERED REALITY competition 2017-2018

HM RAINBOW FLOWER

IOM DAISY



IOM - CATCHING THE TRAIN 
RAY GREEN

hm - FLOWER & BEES 
BARBARA KAPETANAKES

BPS digital B competition 2017-2018

HM FLOWER AND BEES

IOM CATCHING THE TRAIN



iom - A TOUCH OF RUST 
RAQUEL GONZALEZ

hm - MOTHERLY LOVE 
RAQUEL GONZALEZ

BPS digital A competition 2017-2018 

IOM A TOUCH OF RUST
HM MOTHERLY LOVE



iom - DRAGON FLY #2 
HARVEY AUGENBRAUN

hm - MASSAI MOTHER & BABY 
ANASTASIA TOMPKINS

BPS digital AA competition 2017-2018

IOM DRAGON FLY #2
HM MASSAI MOTHER & BABY



BPS digital BW competition 2017-2018

HM BREAKFAST TIME

IOM REACHING FOR THE STARS



iom: REACHING FOR THE STARS 
RUDY FINELLI

hm - BREAKFAST TIME 
RAQUEL GONZALEZ



SPOTLIGHTON:
Anastasia Tompkins

Well folks, this is what happens when my cries for help go unanswered... 
you get ME as a spotlight subject!! It seems fitting that on the heels of 
moving to SC, I leave you with something so you won't forget about me 
so soon! It's always such fun for me to read the bios and see what 
different backgrounds and cultures we all come from and how different our stories are about how 
we discovered photography! I love that this wonderful art form has brought us all  together and 
made us such a cohesive group! Pretty sure the rest of the world could take a page from our book 
right about now! Anyway, don't get me started! On with the show... 
PHASE #1 - So, I grew up in Paris, my father was a NYTimes journalist based there and my mother 
basically shopped and learned to speak french. Anyway, I'm fairly certain that my love of travel, 
art and great food all began there at an early age...lol. I come from a very artistic family, my father 
did brilliant cartoons, my aunt and brother, both accomplished, successful painters...me, 
nothing...I was just an art admirer. I can't draw or sculpt or paint so reluctantly, I was resigned to a 
life of just being a spectator. Talent or no talent I wanted to somehow incorporate art into my 
adult life, so after college, I got a job in advertising working overseas with an international art 
magazine. Get ready for the sad part... ALLLLL that travel I did in the 80's was WITHOUT A 
CAMERA and obviously, no cell phone! I thoroughly enjoyed my time abroad, but then it was on 
to phase 2 of my life and the photography portion of this program. 
PHASE #2 - Time for marriage, babies and my own photography business... I'll not bore you with 
the details, but I was given a camera by my brother (canon AE1) to take on my first honeymoon to 
Bermuda, and suffice it to say, photography became my new obsession. By the time my daughter 
#1 was in preschool, I was taking peoples holiday card pictures, shooting birthday parties, doing 
portraits, you name it. I took any job I was offered. I progressed to engagement parties, Bar 
Mitzvahs, an occasional wedding, etc. Never having had any formal training, these jobs taught me 
everything I needed to know about working with people (not always a pleasure), time 
management, composition and working smart.  
PHASE #3 - Photography clubs changed my life, in more ways than ONE! Enter daughter #2 in 
1996...I joined Westchester Photographic Society and saw my first competition...THAT WAS IT! It 
just resonated with me... I saw images the way I thought they should be presented. I had a mentor 
at the Westchester Arts Council, who loved my work and saw potential in me. This was something 
I really needed to give me the confidence to even enter images in those scary competitions. I 
listened to the judges, I attended EVERY competition (I swear lol) and really started to understand 
what competition was all about. It was the part of belonging to a club that really piqued my 
interest and to this day is the thing that keeps me out and shooting. I eventually began exhibiting, 
judging and selling my work. Joining a Board of Directors, was a wonderful way of learning all 
facets of how a club operates. For six years, I was the Chair of Exhibits and learned about 
printing, hanging, organization and curating. No matter WHAT great things I learned and 
achieved, the greatest blessing of ALL was meeting and falling in love with Harvey! He has been 
an amazing mentor, a spectacular husband and partner, a perfect traveling companion, a constant 
source of joy and a challenging competitor. I feel truly blessed to have you all in my life and look 
forward to many more years of good photography and good friends! 



For this piece I decided to focus on TRAVEL, so I've put together some images  
from places I have loved exploring over the years. I hope you enjoy them. 

TANZANIA, AFRICA 

Lion in a tree seen while out 

on a game drive in the 

Serengeti. 

LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA 

Fabulous place to shoot! The 

Amish do not enjoy their photo 

being taken, but they are very 

interesting subjects. Also in this 

area are fileds of sunflowers 

which are beautiful!



ST ANDREWS BY THE SEA, CANADA 

This shot was taken from a whale watch in a zodiac. Usually, they are pretty 

large boats, so this was a unique perspective that was new to me.

DUBROVNIK, CROATIA 

Put this beautiful walled city on the Adriatic RIGHT on your bucket list! 

While there visit Hvar and make your way into Slovania for more breath taking landscape!



JORDAN POND, ACADIA NATL PARK, MAINE 

This view is NO stranger to anyone and I've shot there many times, but I've always liked this 

particular long exposure (made by stacking over 100 images taken 2 seconds apart) and the 

beautiful colors of the sunset.

PASSAU, GERMANY 

A beautiful little town on the Rhine River. These villages are 

loaded with personality and vibrant architecture.



MYKONOS, GREECE 

The windmills are the focal point of this little island with the white and blue 

houses and amazing sunsets. Don't forget the ouzo!

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

A beautiful city with many interesting sections to photograph! This is "The Bean" at Cloud Gate in 

Millennium Park. I strongly suggest getting to the Bean about 1/2 hour before sunrise if your desire is to 

get images without people, otherwise it packed but fun to shoot at any hour!



Tracy Arm Fjord, ALASKA 

Talk about speechless!!! The majesty of Alaska blew me away! There is something there for evey 

photographer...landscape, wildlife and incredible ice formations that you will always remember!

POSITANO, ITALY 

The entire Amalfi Coast is a dream come true! There are no bad days, skies or 

views! While there, don't miss a day trip to Capri and enjoy a sip of Limoncello while 

the sun sets! Pack your walking shoes, it's intense!



LONDON, ENGLAND 

This was just a little breakfast 

shop in Kensington we stopped 

at for a spot of tea... I fell in love 

with the coffee maker lol

SOMEWHERE ALONG THE 

MEKONG RIVER, LAOS 

After a two hour sail we docked for lunch in a

mountain side cafe and I fell in love with this 

little girl making and selling scarves by the 

river! I bought like 20!  



ARCHES NATL PARK, UTAH 

Decided to do this park in January...it was GORGEOUS and empty! Could not have had a more 

beautiful experience hiking in the snow with sun shining and nobody else for miles! 

CAO DAI TEMPLE, TAY 

NINH, VIETNAM 

A 2+ hr bus ride from 

Saigon, THE most 

amazing experience to 

watch this service. The 

colors and music and 

traditions came to life in 

this obscure village. Try 

to get to the noon time 

ceremony which is truly a

moving experience you 

will not soon forget!



CARTAGENA, COLUMBIA 

This woman was so much fun to 

shoot! Please note the American

dollars in her hand... people are 

very willing to pose for  you if 

you pay them for their time! 

Loved her and her positive 

energy... #alltipswelcome

NAPLES, FLORIDA 

Taken under the 

pier at Naples 

Beach at sunset 

with my favorite 

fisheye lens. While 

there, try to visit Tin 

City at 5pm and get 

interesting photos of

the fishermen 

feeding the pelicans 

upon their return to 

shore. Then eat 

stone crabs at 

Kelly's #justsayin



LUNCH ATOP A SKYSCRAPER

I'm sure we all remember this iconic photograph, well this youtube 
piece gives you a bit more insight to this fascinating image. Having a 
bad fear of heights, it was hard to even watch, let alone EVER do that 
myself! Anyway, here is a little history on the image before you watch
the clip. Enjoy! 

The photograph, Lunch Atop a Skyscraper, depicts eleven men eating 
lunch, seated on a girder with their feet dangling 840 feet above the 
New York City streets. The photograph was taken on September 20, 
1932, on the 69th floor of the RCA Building during the last months of
construction. According to archivists, the photograph was in fact 
prearranged. Although the photograph shows real ironworkers, it is 
believed that the moment was staged by Rockefeller Center to 
promote its new skyscraper. Other photographs taken on the same 
day show some of the workers throwing a football and pretending to 
sleep on the girder. The photo appeared in the Sunday photo 
supplement of the New York Herald Tribune on October 2.

please click photograph below for youtube video

https://www.youtube.com/embed/7QCYDzsQ_yM?rel=0


BPS BOARD OF DIRECTORS

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

Harvey Augenbraun - President         
mrscience9@aol.com 

Sharon Goumerove - 3rd VP / Membership 
 sharon.gumerove@gmail.com 

Martin Lewis - Treasurer / Corp Secy   
bsaunder@aol.com 

David Feldman - 1st VP / Competition Chair   
dlfeldman@mac.com 

Veronica Saunders - 2nd VP / Programs   
ronnie52@att.net 

Anastasia Tompkins - 4th VP  / Newsletter & Exhibits 
  photodiva17@aol.com 

Suzanne Carter - Recording Secy                   
 inv9@aol.com  

http://www.mmphototours.com/
http://tiffen.com/
http://www.blackrapid.com/
https://www.huntsphotoandvideo.com/
http://clikelite.com/

